
SCIENCE



1. Definitions 
There is a lot of Science specific terminology 

students need to know for their exams.

Grab your child’s exercise book/revision guide 

and ask them to define a randomly chosen 

word. 



2. News Articles
Discuss scientific news stories, and ask which 

topics in their GCSE they can relate to.

Realising the lesson content does have real life 

applications can really help give meaning to 

revision.



3. Learn the Facts 
Use the Science factsheets to cover the core 

basics.

For those struggling with understanding, a solid 

knowledge of the basics can really help.



4. Avoid Favouritism
Combined Science GCSE grades are calculated 

based on Biology, Chemistry and Physics marks, 

so exams in all three are important.

A fantastic mark in one can be destroyed by a 

terrible mark in another, so give them all their 

fair share of revision time.



5. Practice Questions

You can never complete too many practice 

questions!

These can be done as timed sets, individual 

questions, spoken quizzes, etc.

Helps not only to check factual recall, but also exam 

style.



HISTORY



•Use revision guides with practice questions not just content 
summary tasks

•Keep content tasks relatively brief and devote time to practising 
questions

•Revision is not last minute, but should be embedded in 
homework activities and routines

•Use of organised/labelled folders to separate themes and 
topics

1. Revision guides and folders



•History is about the causes and consequences of events

•Mock exams have shown knowledge of the order and date of 
events is poor in places, particularly the Cold War unit

•Create simple and clear timelines for each of the four modules

•Colour code events into religious, political, key changes etc.

•An alternative way to make useful revision notes and gives the 
bigger picture 

2. Timelines



•Vary revision techniques and activities to maintain interest and response

•PiXL App has quizzes for different topics, chronology activities etc.

•A more interesting (and less obvious!) way to revise effectively

•Particularly useful for Cold War unit (lowest overall mock performance)

Log in details:

•School ID: HH4316

•Username: swalesl

•Password: swalesl

3. History PiXL App





● Timings are one of the biggest obstacles in History exams
● 16 mark essays feature in all four topics
● Students should practice writing the 16 mark questions in no 

more than 25 minutes
● Start off with using notes/plans and then reduce in the run up 

to exams
● Use different colours for different topics

4. Timed responses



•Useful at any stage of revision- either reintroduce a topic or 
help to consolidate knowledge at the end

•Series of words/people/phrases used in a particular unit

•These are spread across the page and pupils need to draw and 
explain links between these

•Saves time on revision notes and helps pupils to see bigger 
picture and themes/links across topics

5. Connection maps





Join us….

● Refreshments

● Information 

● Opportunity to talk


